Environmental EMR Safety and Security
TSCM – Technical Surveillance Counter Measures
Mold and Radiation Testing
Workplace and Residential Risk Assessment
Data Security and Software Solutions
BYOD (Cellular Security)
Child Monitoring and Surveillance
Consulting Services

AMMA CONSULTING
Providing Electromagnetic Safety and Security Services
Are you at risk? What are the health concerns and financial repercussions of known and unknown
sources of EMR and RF? Understanding these threats can present a challenge to individual and
business health. AMMA Consulting has been involved in the science and medical effects for over
ten years. Along with the thirty years of data forensics and with the new emerging technologies
in communications, we have seen huge strides in the way we live and work, but unfortunately the
science of effects has lagged behind. AMMA has spent ten years involved in the neurological and
pathological effects of the Electromagnetic Spectrum and the surveillance of these technologies.

By understanding the available research and current information, you can better protect yourself,
family and business by utilizing the consulting and services provided by AMMA and their
associates. Though invisible to the naked eye, the radiation, EM waves, particulate and
frequencies have a profound effect on your health and livelihood. Simple and cost effective
counter-measures will pay huge dividends in your long term plan for success and health.
Please review information on this site and understand the potential and current risks facing us in
the twenty first century. The Electromagnetic Spectrum is a double edged sword. Scientific
research has proven it yet the media and governmental agencies have ignored it. It is imperative
to private business and citizens to understand these risks and take steps to mitigate the threats.

WARNING SIGNS
Telephone interference and varying noise
Disconnected land line calls
Clicks, hum or Speakerphone feedback
Cellular phone dropped calls
Lower cellular battery life
Longer cellular start up or shut off times
Cellular phone starts up on it's own
Radio/Stereo interference (FM/AM)
TV reception interference and modem satellite disconnections
Similar reception issues experienced in your automobile
Computer modem and router freeze (Ethernet or wireless)
Business issues and losses
Lost or reduced client retention
Recent burglary whether you had losses or nothing was taken
Furniture or fixture misplacement
Wall debris or construction changes or damage
Recent service calls addressing electronics or appliance failures
Strange electronic sounds noticed at or during sleep
Recent gifts of electronics, furniture or knickknacks
A feeling you are being followed or watched
Recent contact by old friends or associates
Strange questions or requests
Recent temporary loss of cell phone or misplacement at work
Signs of computer tampering or movement at home or office
Visible sightings of vans and service vehicles in your vicinity

WARNING SIGNS (PHYSICAL)
Confusion
Attention deficits
Foggy feeling
Tinnitus (sporadic ringing in ears)
Dizziness

Sleeplessness
Headaches
Recent weakness or tiredness after nights sleep
Paresthesia in hands and feet (numbness, tingling, sleeplike sensation)
Falling forward feeling or general imbalance
Sensing sounds that others do not hear
Increased irritability either at home or at work
Increased depression or melancholy

TSCM - Technical Services Counter Measures
AMMA provides a full and complete analysis of premises for all sources of EMR and RF frequency.
Sources emanating externally and internally. There is a greater risk of covert and undetected
transmissions as advances in surveillance and communications has presented a substantial
amount of dangerous RFI and EMI emissions that have a serious impact on your health and
livelihood. Simply stated, the technology is abundant and cheap. Anyone can transmit a wide
range of frequencies from a few hertz to over 300 Gigahertz.
Whether video, data, audio or optical, these transmissions have a frequency and the ability to
penetrate your person and privacy. Cell phones, WiMax, WiFi, Bluetooth, Zigbee, UHF, VHF and
all the way down to RFID low frequency, these transmission have not only surveillance aspects but
a serious concern for health and safety.
AMMA provides a complete analysis of both known and unknown sources either originating from
outside into your space and transmissions emanating from inside your environment to an outside
receiver.
Consultation with AMMA Associates will help you to understand the potential risk and
repercussions to possible covert frequencies.
SPECTRUM RF ANALYSIS (10 KHz - 40 GHz)
L, S,C,X and K MICROWAVE BANDS
RADIO SIGNAL ANALYSIS (10 KHz - 6 GHz)
RF AUDIO ANALYSIS (10 Khz - 3.3 GHz)
VIDEO ANALYSIS (to 6 GHz)
MICROPHONE SWEEP
RF SWEEP (to 12 Ghz)
INFRARED SWEEP
AC POWER LINE ANALYSIS
COAX / CATV LINE ANALYSIS
SECURITY SYSTEM ANALYSIS
POTS/PHONE LINE ANALYSIS
CELLULAR ANALYSIS (incoming-outgoing)
WiFi / WiMax SECURITY ANALYSIS
MICROWAVE ANALYSIS (spurious emissions)
EM / EMI ANALYSIS (magnetic field emissions)
GAMMA ANALYSIS
PREMISES SWEEP (including all electronics and furnishings)

VEHICLE INSPECTION
PHYSICIAL INSPECTION
BOROSCOPE INSPECTION
This full compliment inspection will provide you with all known and unknown sources of RF
frequencies and devices as well as the magnetic and electrical field issues that may exceed the
safety recommendations for exposure.
AMMA Associates can provide you with a detail explanation and information regarding the
equipment used in this analysis and sweep. If you suspect spurious transmissions that are from
unknown sources either incoming or outgoing, it may be of a surveillance variety or a dangerous
source from some other illegal or unintentional radiators. Illegal eavesdropping or transmitting is
commonplace and their purpose is most often of a covert and illegal nature.
Contact AMMA Associates from the contact page. If you call for information on countermeasures,
please do not use your home, business or cell phone and do not call from those locations. Please
review the Safety page for information regarding signs you may have unknown and dangerous
emissions and transmissions.

CONSULTATION
AMMA Associates provides free consultation to clients in regards to their suspicions and concerns
regarding the effects of exposure to spurious RF or covert, unknown potential surveillance
frequencies and phenomenon.
We consult in several ways. Along with providing a consultation on the prospect of surveillance or
EMR and the on-site services and costs, we provide consultation and assistance in doing your own
EMR and RF analysis that includes the simple low cost options and tools, up to sophisticated
equipment based upon experience and hands on evaluation knowledge of equipment available.
If you think you can buy a two hundred dollar gimmick off Amazon or ebay and effectively find the
sources of your problems you will end up greatly disappointed. There are more useless and false
advertising with these devices than you can shake a stick at. They are geared to select cellular and
WiFi frequencies and gap major bandwidths and RF ranges used by eavesdroppers and
commercial transmitters.
AMMA Associates covers the spectrum and knows the shortcuts in getting to the heart of the
matters that are effecting your health, security and peace of mind.
Along with the on-site analysis you receive a full reports of findings as well as an advisory summary
on simple and needed changes to avoid being victimized in the future.
The state of the art and rapid changes in technology are far exceeding the common sense and
more importantly the legal, health and ethical issues associated with greedy corporations looking
for a buck at the expense of consumer and public safety. We have a motto here that says you are
on your own. You may not even know that research has determined that prolonged cellular and
WiFi exposure increases the risk of brain and other associated tumor incidence and children are
more at risk than adults.
Years ago it was power lines, but now the EMR is across the spectrum from GPS, Satellite and
Wireless technology down to RFID and ELF . It's not just your computer's CRT you need to be
aware of anymore. Surveillance frequencies in higher ranges are a threat in more ways than one.
With the current state of the economy we know that you need to protect yourself from fraud and
theft and protecting yourself from medical issues just as important. AMMA Associates

understands that in order to get these advanced detection services that terms for the services may
be necessary. We can discuss those issues as well.
Check with other TSCM firms and get some pricing and details regarding their services and fees
and then call AMMA. If you are impressed with ex- Law Enforcement or FBI, you need to be
educated regarding some recent information made available to our associates. Call AMMA before
moving forward.
You can easily access much of this information on our website by requesting a password for that
material or you may contact us through email or by phone. If you are concerned regarding
eavesdropping or technical surveillance, please make sure you contact through a secure method.
Do not use your home, office or cell phone and do not originate calls from your office, home or
automobile.

AMMA CONSULTING
PH: (888) 357-1354
FX: (888) 357-1253
Email: information@ammaconsulting.org
Website: www.ammaconsulting.org
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